Chapter 4

Flow Patterns, Void Fraction
and Pressure Drop in Gas-Liquid Two
Phase Flow at Different Pipe Orientations
Afshin J. Ghajar and Swanand M. Bhagwat

Abstract This chapter presents an insightful discussion on flow patterns, void
fraction and phenomenon of two phase frictional pressure drop in gas-liquid two
phase flow. The flow structure of different flow patterns observed in gas-liquid two
phase flow at various pipe orientations are described with the aid of flow visualization. This chapter is helpful in understanding the impact of varying flow patterns, pipe diameter and pipe orientation on the void fraction and two phase
pressure drop. Additionally, a brief overview of the void fraction, its dependency
on the flow patterns and its influence on the hydrostatic pressure drop is presented.
A brief synopsis of the two phase void fraction and frictional pressure drop correlations available in the literature is presented. The performance of these correlations is assessed against a comprehensive database for air-water and refrigerant
two phase flow conditions. Based on this detailed analysis, the top performing void
fraction and pressure drop correlations are identified and recommended for use for
these fluid combinations in different two phase flow situations. Finally, application
of the recommended correlations is presented in the form of solved problems. It is
expected that these solved problems will give readers an idea of selection and
implementation of appropriate correlations for different two phase flow conditions.
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Nlf


Froude number (Fr ¼ G2 ðgDq2 Þ)
Acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2)
Mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Kutateladze number as defined by Takeuchi et al. [97]
Pipe length (m)
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.

Laplace number (La ¼ r gðql  qg Þ D)

. pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0:5 
Viscosity number Nlf ¼ ll ql r r=gDq

P
Re
S
U
Ugm
We
x
X

Pressure (Pa)
Reynolds number (Re ¼ ðGDÞ=l)
Slip ratio
Phase velocity (m/s)
Drift velocity (m/s)

Weber number (We ¼ ðG2 DÞ ðrqÞ)
Two phase quality
(Lockhart and Martinelli [66]) parameter

Fr
g
G
Ku
L
La

Greek Symbols
a
Void fraction
b
Gas volumetric flow fraction
q
Phase density (kg/m3)
l
Phase dynamic viscosity (Pa-s)
h
Pipe orientation (degrees)
r
Surface tension (N/m)
U2 Two phase frictional multiplier
Subscripts
a
Accelerational
atm Atmospheric
crit Critical
f
Frictional
g
Gas
go
Gas only
h
Hydrostatic
in
Inlet
j
Phase
l
Liquid
lo
Liquid only
m
Mixture
out Outlet
s
Superficial
sys System
t
Total
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Two phase
Turbulent-turbulent
Water

Superscript
* Non-dimensional parameter

4.1 Introduction
Gas-liquid two phase flow finds its extensive application in the industrial processes
pertaining to oil-gas, chemical, nuclear and refrigeration industries. The two
component two phase flow referred to as non-boiling flow or two phase flow
without undergoing phase change is often encountered in industrial applications
such as artificial lift systems and simultaneous transportation of oil and natural gas
from remote extraction locations to the processing units. Chemical operations
requiring flow of two chemical species together for enhanced mass transfer as in
case of ozone treatment of water also relies on gas-liquid non-boiling two phase
flow phenomenon. One component two phase flow i.e., the boiling/condensation
flow or two phase flow undergoing a phase change process is always present in the
nuclear safety operations required for cooling of nuclear reactor rods and in heat
exchangers where refrigerants undergo phase change process in evaporators and
condensers. For refrigerant two phase flow, the correct estimation of void fraction
is required to determine the refrigerant charge inventory while the correct estimation of pressure drop is desired as it influences the refrigerant saturation temperature and hence the overall system efficiency. Irrespective of the type of flow
i.e., boiling and non-boiling, for a design engineer the proper understanding of two
phase flow phenomenon is of utmost importance for designing of these operations
and sizing of process equipment.
For any industrial process from design point of view, the total pressure drop that
occurs in the system is of concern which in turn depends strongly on correct
understanding of the flow patterns and accurate prediction of the void fraction. The
first step in prediction of total pressure drop is the estimation of hydrostatic two
phase pressure drop that requires understanding of the flow pattern and accurate
estimation of the void fraction at any given pipe orientation, pipe diameter and
flow rates of individual phases. The knowledge of flow patterns is necessary since
the frictional pressure drop in two phase flow is sensitive to the distribution of gas
and liquid phase across the pipe cross section and along the pipe length. Both the
flow patterns and void fraction are observed to change with change in flow patterns
and pipe orientation and thus result in significantly different pressure drop even
measured at similar phase mass flow rates but at different pipe orientations. In
order to address these issues with better understandings, one of the objectives of
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this work is to discuss the effect of different two phase flow variables on the flow
patterns, void fraction and hence the pressure drop in two phase flow.
So far an extensive research has been carried out in the general area of two
phase flow that has contributed in improving overall understanding of two phase
flow phenomenon, development of theories and models to predict flow patterns,
void fraction and pressure drop. However, all these developments are confined to
certain two phase flow scenarios in terms of pipe geometry and orientations, fluid
physical properties and flow patterns and hence fail to predict the desired outcome
correctly if arbitrarily used against different two phase flow conditions. Moreover,
the majority of this research is focused on the gas-liquid two phase flow in horizontal and vertical upward pipe orientation while comparatively rare information
is available on the behavior of two phase flow in upward and downward inclined
pipes. The challenging part of solving a two phase flow problem is correct identification of the flow pattern for given set of flow conditions since, the flow patterns
are defined on a qualitative basis without any physical parameter to quantify the
occurrence of a particular flow pattern at given phase flow rates, pipe geometry
and fluid physical properties. The definition of flow pattern depends upon an
individual’s perception and hence involves the risk of using a wrong correlation to
predict the void fraction and pressure drop due to incorrect recognition of the flow
pattern.
Thus it is strongly desired to have correlations that can predict void fraction and
two phase frictional pressure drop independent of the flow pattern, pipe orientation
and pipe diameter. To explore and discuss this issue, the scope of this chapter
includes the performance assessment of different correlations that can predict void
fraction and two phase frictional pressure drop independent of the flow patterns.
The performance of these correlations is assessed against a comprehensive data
bank for two phase void fraction and pressure drop in different pipe diameters and
pipe orientations available with Two Phase Flow Lab, Oklahoma State University.
Based on this assessment, the top three performing correlations are identified for
various two phase flow conditions and are recommended to use in prediction of
void fraction and two phase frictional pressure drop.

4.2 Flow Patterns and Flow Patterns Map
The flow patterns in gas-liquid two phase flow are generated due to significantly
different physical properties of gas and liquid phase, compressibility nature of the
gas phase and their alignment with respect to each other across the pipe cross
section. The knowledge of flow patterns and flow pattern maps proves instrumental
in the general understanding of the physical structure and the mechanism of
momentum and heat transfer in two phase flow. The flow pattern map serves as a
tool to estimate the sequence of the appearance of different flow patterns with
change in the gas and liquid flow rates for a given set of flow conditions. The
definitions of flow patterns and their transitions are highly qualitative in nature and
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are mostly based on the individual’s perception. Although some researchers have
attempted to develop quantitative methods such as the probabilistic flow regime
mapping to predict the existence of certain flow patterns these methods are not
universal and are mostly limited to certain flow conditions. The purpose of this
section is to present an overview of the flow patterns and the similarities and
differences in the physical structure of flow patterns observed in horizontal, vertical upward and vertical downward pipe orientations. The flow pattern maps
presented in this section are exclusively developed for two phase flow of air water
through a 12.5 mm I.D. pipe at different orientations and are not generic. The
objective of introducing these flow patterns maps is to give readers an idea about
the effect of pipe orientation on the transition between different flow patterns for
fixed pipe diameter and fluid combination.
Let’s first look at the physical structure of two phase flow patterns at different
pipe orientations. The vertical upward and downward flow share some flow patterns such as bubbly, slug, froth and annular flow in common while the churn flow
is observed in vertical upward flow and falling film is observed only in vertical
downward orientation. The horizontal flow direction allows existence of bubbly,
slug, stratified, wavy and annular flow patterns. Bhagwat and Ghajar [13] illustrated that the two extreme opposite flow directions namely, vertical up and
vertical down pipe orientations significantly influence the general appearance of
the flow patterns and their transition from one to another. The flow visualization of
the bubbly and slug flow show a significant influence of the flow direction on the
alignment of one phase with respect to another. These differences in the physical
structure of the flow patterns are essentially due to the interaction between
buoyancy, gravity and inertia forces. As shown in Fig. 4.1, in case of the vertical
upward bubbly flow, the bubbles are distributed evenly across the pipe cross
section in the continuous liquid medium for almost all combinations of liquid and
gas flow rates. Whereas, the bubbles in vertical downward flow tend to flow in a
region close to the pipe center due to repulsion exerted from the pipe wall (known
as coring phenomenon) as a function of interaction between buoyancy and inertia
forces. With increase in the liquid and gas flow rates, the inertia forces supersede
the buoyancy effects and hence the wall repulsion force. Consequently, bubbles
start to move towards pipe wall and get more evenly distributed throughout the
pipe cross section and finally the physical appearance of the bubbly flow is similar
in both vertical upward and downward flow directions. Nguyen [76], Oshinowo
[80] and Usui and Sato [102] reported similar type of observations for the coring
phenomenon in 19, 25 and 45 mm I.D. vertical downward pipes. It should be noted
that the coring phenomenon occurs only in vertical downward pipe orientation and
is prominent for large diameter pipes. It is anticipated that the coring phenomenon
vanishes with decrease in the pipe diameter since two phase flow literature doesn’t
provide any evidence of its existence for pipe diameters typically D \ 12 mm.
This difference in general appearance of the bubbly flow is observed to have
noticeable effect on the two phase frictional pressure drop in vertical upward and
downward flows. In case of the horizontal two phase flow, the bubbles are always
observed to flow in the vicinity of the pipe upper wall due to the buoyancy effects
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Increasing liquid and gas flow rate

(Up flow)

(Down flow)

Fig. 4.1 Physical appearance of bubbly flow in vertical upward and downward pipe orientation

(a)

(b)

Increase in liquid
flow rate at constant
gas flow rate.

(c)

Fig. 4.2 Two phase bubbly flow in horizontal pipe orientation

as shown in Fig. 4.2. At fixed gas flow rate, increase in the liquid flow rate results
in the shearing of gas bubbles that reduces its size (Figs. 4.2a, b), and consequently
increase the number of bubbles that try to penetrate the single phase liquid and
enter the near pipe axis region (Fig. 4.2c).
The slug flow regime in vertical upward, downward and horizontal pipe orientations resembles in general appearance i.e., the slug flow in all of these three
orientations is characterized by the alternate flow of liquid and elongated gas
bubbles. However, a close observation reveals some differences in the shape of the
nose and tail region of the slug in addition to the effect of pipe orientation on slug
flow direction. The slug in vertical upward orientation appears as a bullet shaped
elongated gas bubble pointing in upward direction (due to buoyancy acting in flow
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Increase in gas and liquid flow
rates

direction) while the slug in vertical downward flow can have three possible shapes.
Bhagwat and Ghajar [13] have identified that the slug flow in vertical downward
orientation initially shows a blunt bubble nose pointing in upward direction for the
low values of gas and liquid flow rates. As shown in Fig. 4.3, with increase in both
gas and liquid flow rates, the bubble nose becomes flat (Figs. 4.3a, b) and finally
appears pointing downwards in the direction of net flow with further increase in
the flow rates (Fig. 4.3c). These three different shapes of the slug are essentially
due to the balance between the buoyancy and inertia forces. The shape of these
slugs also affects their translational velocity through the pipe. Based on the visual
observations it is seen that the velocity of downward pointing slug is relatively
greater than the velocity of a upward pointing blunt nose shaped slug and flat
headed slug. Literature reports that these different forms of vertical downward slug
flow exist only for a certain range of pipe diameter approximately for
10 mm \ D \ 50 mm. It should be noted that the different motions and shapes of
gas slug may affect the two phase pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics
and hence it is very important to understand the transition (in terms of the phase
velocity known as bubble turning velocity) between these different forms of slug
flows. However, literature lacks reliable methods to provide information on this
transition as a function of fluid combination and pipe diameter.
The froth and churn flow regimes in vertical upward flow has no definitive
physical structure and hence their flow visualization is not reported here. The
falling film flow in vertical downward flow occurs at low liquid and moderate gas
flow rates and is characterized by the flow of liquid gliding smoothly over the pipe
surface while the gas phase flows through the core. This type of flow is mostly
encountered in film type vertical downward condensers. A major precaution that
needs to be taken while operating in the non-isothermal falling film flow regime is
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Inrease in gas flow rate at continuous liquid
flow rate

to avoid dry spots on the pipe wall due to excess amount of heat transfer that may
further lead to system damage. Since there is no major difference in the physical
structure of the falling film flow even with increase in the gas and liquid flow rates,
its flow visualization is not reported. The annular flow regime in both vertical
upward and downward pipe orientations can be described as the flow of turbulent
gas core inside a wavy liquid annulus in contact with the pipe wall. In case of
vertical upward and downward flow, there is symmetry about the pipe axis and
hence the film thickness can be assumed to be the same throughout the pipe
circumference. Whereas, in case of horizontal flow, the flow nature is asymmetric
about the pipe axis and the liquid film thickness near the pipe bottom wall is
greater than the pipe upper wall due to gravity acting on liquid phase. The gasliquid interface is wavy and continuous but is dynamic in nature. The liquid film
thickness is found to be a function of flow rates, pipe diameter, and orientation and
fluid properties. As shown in Figs. 4.4(a–c) and 4.5(a–c), for a fixed pipe diameter
(D = 12.5 mm) and fluid combination (air-water), the liquid film thickness is
observed to decrease with increase in the gas flow rate due the shearing action of
gas phase on continuous liquid phase. The annular two phase flow is studied
extensively in the literature due to enhanced pressure drop and heat transfer
characteristics in this flow regime.
The sequence and the transition of above discussed key flow patterns in horizontal, vertical upward and downward pipe orientations are presented in terms of
flow pattern maps in Figs. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. In case of horizontal flow,
bubbly flow appears for high liquid and low gas flow rates. Plug flow appears at
relatively moderate liquid and low gas flow rates and with increase in the gas flow
rate, the flow pattern shifts to slug, wavy slug and finally to annular flow regime.
Similar sequence of flow patterns appearance is found in case of vertical upward
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(a)

(b)

Increase in
gas flow
rate at
continuous
liquid flow
rate

(c)

Fig. 4.5 Two phase annular flow in horizontal pipe orientation

Fig. 4.6 Flow pattern map for horizontal flow

and downward pipe orientations. However, a noticeable difference in the transition
boundaries is observed among these three orientations. In comparison to vertical
upward and downward flow, the horizontal bubbly flow occupies a small region on
the flow pattern map. It appears at comparatively high liquid mass flow rates and
transits to slug flow quickly at the maximum gas mass flow rate of 0.1 kg/min. In
case of vertical upward orientation, the slug flow exists at smaller liquid and gas
flow rates compared to vertical downward and horizontal pipe orientations. This is
probably due to the fact that, the net upward flow assists the buoyancy of the
gas slug and thus this flow pattern requires smaller gas flow rates to appear.
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Fig. 4.7 Flow pattern map for vertical upward flow

Fig. 4.8 Flow pattern map for vertical downward flow
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Although some divergence is observed for the churn annular transition line at low
liquid mass flow rates in vertical upward flow; the transition line that separates the
annular flow pattern from other flow patterns has approximately the same trend for
vertical upward, downward and horizontal pipe orientations. Stratified flow exists
for horizontal, downward inclined and near horizontal upward inclined pipe orientations. Experimental flow visualization work of [42] has shown that the transition line in horizontal flow pattern map that separates stratified flow from other
flow patterns go away with increase in upward inclined pipe orientations while
there is a little effect on transition between other flow patterns with change in pipe
orientation from 0o to +7o from horizontal.
It should be noted that the flow pattern maps reported here are specific to the
experimental setup at Two Phase Flow Lab, Oklahoma State University and the
transition boundaries between different flow patterns may alter with change in fluid
properties, pipe diameter and pipe orientation. Also as mentioned earlier, since
there is no reliable quantitative tool available in the literature to predict the
existence and transition of one flow pattern to another for varying two phase flow
conditions it is always recommended to use the void fraction and pressure drop
correlations that are independent of the flow pattern but still account for the
relevant two phase flow physics.

4.3 Void Fraction in Gas-Liquid Two Phase Pipe Flow
As mentioned earlier, the void fraction in gas liquid two phase flow is an indispensable parameter required in several calculations such as the estimation of two
phase mixture density required in calculation of two phase hydrostatic pressure
drop and the refrigerant charge inventory. The knowledge of void fraction is also
crucial in thermo-hydraulic simulations and in determination of two phase natural
circulation loop flow rates and the corresponding heat transfer rates. Void fraction
in gas-liquid two phase flow is found to be a function of several parameters such as
the flow patterns, fluid properties and pipe diameter and orientation. In comparison
to the effect of fluid properties and pipe diameter, the effect of flow patterns and pipe
orientation on the void fraction is more prominent. The purpose of this section is to
report the relationship between void fraction, flow patterns and pipe orientation.

4.3.1 Effect of Flow Patterns (Phase Flow Rates)
on Void Fraction
The void fraction in gas-liquid two phase flow is sensitive to the flow patterns.
Irrespective of the pipe diameter, orientation and fluid properties, the void fraction
increases sharply with a small increase in the gas flow rate for bubbly and slug
flow regimes. Whereas, in case of the annular flow, the void fraction is observed to
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Fig. 4.9 Variation of void fraction with change in the gas and liquid flow rates for different flow
patterns in horizontal flow

remain nearly constant even with a major increase in the gas flow rate. The general
trend of the increase in void fraction with increase in gas flow rate for various flow
patterns in non-boiling horizontal, vertical upward and vertical downward two
phase flow is shown in Figs. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. The experimental
data is collected for air-water fluid combination in a 12.5 mm I.D. polycarbonate
pipe at Two Phase Flow Lab, Oklahoma State University.

4.3.2 Effect of Pipe Orientation on Void Fraction
Regardless of whether or not the flow is boiling or non-boiling in nature, the void
fraction in gas-liquid two phase flow is observed to be a strong function of the pipe
orientation. In comparison to horizontal and vertical pipe orientations the experimental work related to void fraction and pressure drop in upward and downward
inclined pipe orientations is limited. Some of the experimental work available in
the literature for inclined two phase flow conditions are those of [10, 74, 76] for
non-boiling flow and that of [65] for boiling two phase flow. All of these studies
report a noticeable effect of the pipe orientation on void fraction. As shown in
Fig. 4.12, for fixed flow conditions, the void fraction first decreases and then
increases with increase in the pipe inclination in upward direction. In case of
downward inclinations measured from horizontal, the void fraction first increases
and later decreases with increase in the pipe orientation. The void fraction is
maximum for vertical downward flow in comparison to horizontal and vertical
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Fig. 4.10 Variation of void fraction with change in the gas and liquid flow rates in vertical
upward flow

Fig. 4.11 Variation of void fraction with change in the gas and liquid flow rates in vertical
downward flow

upward flow. In case of boiling two phase flow, the minima in void fraction is
observed to shift towards lower inclination from horizontal with increase in the
two phase mixture quality. Another interesting trend observed for boiling two
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Fig. 4.12 Effect of pipe orientation on void fraction. a Non boiling flow (air-water) data from
[10]. b Condensing flow (R134a) data from [65]

phase flow is that, with increase in the two phase quality, the effect of pipe
orientation on void fraction diminishes and thus it is expected that for very high
qualities, void fraction remain virtually unaffected by the pipe orientation.
This effect of the pipe orientation on the void fraction can be explained with the
help of the concept of residence time of the gas phase inside a given pipe section.
For instance, when the void fraction is measured using quick closing valves (QCV)
then, the amount of gas phase trapped in the given pipe section depends upon the
relative magnitudes of buoyancy, inertia and gravity forces. In case of vertical
downward flow, the buoyancy and inertia forces are opposite in direction that
opposes the mean flow and hence results into higher residence time of the gas
phase and hence higher void fraction. In contrast to this, the residence time of the
gas phase in the upward flow is lower where the buoyancy complements the mean
direction of two phase flow and hence results in lower values of void fraction.
Above discussion infers that the void fraction in downward inclined flow is higher
than that in upward inclined two phase flow. From Fig. 4.12, it can also be concluded that the relative magnitude of buoyancy and inertia forces change at certain
inclinations from horizontal and that causes shift in the trend of void fraction at
these pipe orientations. Since, the effect of buoyancy forces will go away with
decrease in the pipe diameter, it can be anticipated that the effect of pipe orientation at fixed flow conditions is more prominent for large pipe diameters and is
negligible for very small pipe diameters.

4.3.3 Effect of Pipe Diameter on Void Fraction
The effect of pipe diameter on gas-liquid void fraction is not as significant as the
flow patterns or the pipe orientation. The effect of pipe diameter on void fraction
for flow of R410A in horizontal pipe orientation is shown in Fig. 4.13. It is evident
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Fig. 4.13 Effect of pipe diameter on void fraction in horizontal two phase flow of R410A

that the void fraction increases with decrease in the pipe diameter for low values of
quality or typically in bubbly and slug flow regimes. The effect of pipe diameter is
observed to vanish gradually with increase in the two phase flow quality. This
observation is in agreement with the work of [55] who investigated the effect of
pipe diameter in a range of 5 mm \ D \ 50 mm on void fraction in vertical
upward annular flow regime for non-boiling two phase flow. They found that the
effect of pipe diameter on void fraction in the annular flow regime is negligible.
Due to lack of experimental data for similar fluid combinations the effect of pipe
diameter on two phase pressure drop for various pipe orientations could not be
analyzed. However, based on the trend of the data in Fig. 4.13 for horizontal two
phase flow and the results of [55] for vertical upward flow, it can be conjectured
that the effect of pipe diameter on void fraction is independent of the pipe orientation for annular flow regimes. More experimental data and in-depth analysis is
required to verify this effect for other flow patterns.
From the discussion so far, it is evident that void fraction is influenced by the
flow patterns, pipe orientation and pipe diameter. Thus, for successful prediction
of the void fraction it is very much desired for any correlation to account for the
effect of pipe orientation, pipe diameter and flow patterns on the void fraction.

4.4 Performance Assessment of Two Phase Void
Fraction Correlations
Since last few decades, significant contribution has been made by the scientific
community to experimental measurements and modeling of void fraction in gasliquid two phase flow. The initial experimental and modeling work in this field was
mostly focused on the air-water two phase flow and later got diversified by the
inclusion of boiling two phase flow phenomenon encountered in refrigeration and
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nuclear industry and the simultaneous flow of oil-gas commonly observed in
petroleum industry. In spite of the numerous void fraction correlations available in
the literature, there is no single correlation that can be relied upon to predict the
void fraction correctly for a wide range of two phase flow situations. Most of these
available correlations have limited application due to the restrictions imposed on
them for certain fluid combinations, pipe orientations and pipe diameters. As a
result, the main problem for a design engineer is to make a correct choice of the
void fraction correlation for the desired application. The objective of this section is
to revisit some of the renowned and widely used void fraction correlations and
recommend the rigorously scrutinized top performing correlations for air-water
and refrigerant two phase flow for a range of pipe diameters and pipe orientations.
The void fraction correlations reported in the literature can be broadly classified
in three main categories. For instance, the correlations based on the concept of the
slip (separated flow) model, the drift flux model and empirical correlations. The slip
(separated flow) model based correlations assume that the two phases flow separately with different velocities and share a definite interface. The flow patterns such
as stratified and annular flow behave as a separated flow and can be effectively
modeled using these types of correlations. The slip model based correlations are
mostly preferred in refrigeration industry due to the stratified and annular flow
pattern dominated two phase flow in evaporators and condensers. The category of
drift flux model based correlations assumes one phase dispersed in other continuous
phase and requires the determination of distribution parameter and drift velocity as
variables to calculate void fraction. The flow patterns such as bubbly flow, slug flow
and mist flow are the preferred flow patterns to be modeled using the concept of
drift flux. The application of empirical correlations is mostly restricted by the range
of experimental data used to determine the constants and hence tend to fail if used
for a wide range of flow conditions out of the scope of that particular correlation.
Let’s first consider some of the widely used separated flow model based void
fraction correlations reported in the literature. The general form of the separated
flow model may be expressed as shown in Eq. (4.1).
a¼

1
1xqg 
1þ x
q S

ð4:1Þ

l

The slip ratio (S) in Eq. (4.1) is the ratio of actual cross sectional averaged
velocities of the gas and liquid phase as expressed by Eq. (4.2).
  
Usg a
Ug
ð4:2Þ
¼
S¼
U l ðUsl =ð1  aÞÞ
With the homogeneous flow model assumption of equal velocities of both gas
and liquid phase, the slip ratio (S) in above equation is equal to unity. However, in
reality S C 1 or S \ 1 depending upon the pipe orientation and hence the above
equation is modified by different investigators to account for the slippage between
gas and liquid phase. The assumption of homogeneous flow remains valid only for
certain region of two phase flow where S & 1 as in case of very small region of
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Table 4.1 Void fraction correlations based on slip (separated) flow model
Correlation

A

p

q

r

homogeneous
[114]
[101]
[66]
[98]
[7]
[93]
[19]
[113]
[91]

1
1
1
0.28
1
1
2.22
0.18
a0:125

1
1
0.72
0.64
1
0.74
0.65
0.6
0.875
1

1
0.67
0.4
0.36
0.89
0.65
0.65
0.33
0.875
1

0
0
0.08
0.07
0.18
0.13
0
0.07
0.875
0

1

0

1

0

[83]

[20]

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1x.
 
ql
1 þ 0:4 1x
0:4 þ 0:6
x
qg þ 0:4 x
 0:22 

1
y
1 þ 1:578Resl0:19 qql
1þyF2  yF2
g


 0:08
qg 1
; F2 ¼ 0:0273Wesl Resl0:51 qql
y ¼ ð1xÞ
x ql
g
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


1
ql qg
1x q
l

void fraction (bubbly flow) or very large region of void fraction (annular mist
flow). The general form of separated flow models that account for the slip between
the two phases may be expressed by rewriting Eq. (4.1) as shown in Eq. (4.3). The
different correlations are listed in Table 4.1.
a¼
1þA

1
1xp qg q  l r

ð4:3Þ

l

x

ql

lg

The void fraction correlations based on drift flux model expressed by Eq. (4.4)
require determination of distribution parameter (Co) and drift velocity (Ugm) as
listed in Table 4.2.
a¼



Usg
where Um ¼ Usg þ Usl
Co Um þ Ugm

ð4:4Þ

The performance of the void fraction correlations based on separated flow
model and drift flux model considered in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 is assessed against a
comprehensive data of air water and liquid refrigerant and its vapor consisting of
5162 (27 sources) and 645 (8 sources) data points, respectively. The experimental
data used for performance assessment is summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The air
water data consists of horizontal, upward and downward inclined pipe orientations
while the refrigerant liquid vapor data consists of horizontal pipe orientation only.
The performance of separated flow model and drift flux model based correlations
is assessed based on the percentage of data points predicted within certain error
bands criterion for four different ranges of the void fraction namely, 0 \ a B 0.25,
0.25 \ a B 0.5, 0.5 \ a B 0.75 and 0.75 \ a \ 1, respectively. These four ranges

[44]

[52]a

l

l

(continued)

 0:25

ð1  aÞ0:5 sin h
Ugm ¼ 1:53 grDq q2l
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:35 gDðDq=ql Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:671 gDðsin hÞ0:263
!


pﬃﬃﬃ rgDq 0:25
rgDq 0:25
1:75
Ugm ¼ 2
ð
1

a
Þ
exp
1:39U
sg
q2l
q2l
(
!)



rgDq 0:25
þ Ugm KI 1  exp 1:39Usg
q2l


Ugm KI is the drift velocity given by [56]
(Recommended for large pipe diameters in bubbly flow regime)

 0:25
Ugm ¼ 2:9 gDrð1 þ cos hÞDq q2l
ð1:22 þ 1:22 sin hÞb2



where b2 ¼ Patm Psys
The leading constant of 2.9 carries units of m-0.25
 0:25

Ugm ¼ 1:18ð1  xÞ rgDq q2l

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ ðll =lw Þ0:25 ð0:35 sin h þ 0:54 cos hÞ gDðDq=ql Þð1  aÞ0:5 sin h

Drift velocity (m/s)

n
 
o
qﬃﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q
q
U
Co ¼ 2:88 Usgm þ 4:08 1  qgl þ qgl


pﬃﬃﬃ
 0:25


\ 0 where Ugm
¼ Ugm =Um
For -20 B Ugm
Ugm ¼ 2 grDq q2l
ﬃ

 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



qg ql Else,
Co ¼ 0:0214Ugm
þ 0:772 þ 0:0214Ugm
þ 0:228
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


 ﬃ


þ 20Þ þ 1  0:2 expð0:00848Ugm
þ 20Þ qg ql
Co ¼ 0:2 expð0:00848Ugm

Else



þ
For 0  Usg
=Umþ  0:9 where
.
.
0:25
0:25
þ
Usg
¼ Usg rgDq=q2l
; Umþ ¼ Um rgDq=q2l
 1:69 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q
q
U
Co ¼ exp 0:475 Usgm
1  qg þ qg

Co = 1.2

Co = 1

[15]


 0:25
Co ¼ 1 þ 0:2ð1  xÞ gDq2l G2
Co ¼ 1 þ 0:12ð1  xÞ (for horizontal flow)
Co = 1.15

[47]

[45]

[86]

l

Correlation Distribution parameter
h
ið1aÞ0:5
 0:1
[12]
þ0:18 UUmsl
Co ¼ ð1þcos1 hÞ1:25

 b1
 0:1
[105]
q
U
where b1 ¼ qg
Co ¼ Usgm 1 þ UUsgsl
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Co = 1.12

[49]

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  
For circular pipes Co ¼ 1:2  0:2 qg ql
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  
For rectangular pipes Co ¼ 1:35  0:35 qg ql

Co = 1.11775 ? 0.45881a – 0.57656a2

[97]

[56]

Co = 1.08
Co = 1

Toshibab
[11]

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ﬃ
Co ¼ 1 þ 0:796 exp 0:061 ql qg

Co = 0.934(1 ? 1.42a)

[26]

[53]

Co = 1.185 (bubbly flow)
Co = 1.15 (slug flow)

For -3.5 \ Um B -2.5
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ﬃ
 ﬃ
Co ¼ 0:9 þ 0:1 qg ql  0:3 1  qg ql ð2:5 þ Um Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ﬃ
For -2.5 \ Um \ 0 Co ¼ 0:9 þ 0:1 qg ql

[17]

[57]

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  
For 0 \ Um B -3.5 Co ¼ 1:2  0:2 qg ql

Correlation Distribution parameter

Table 4.2 (continued)

For Nlf  0:00225 and D  30
  0:157 0:562
Nlf
ðgrDq=ql Þ0:25
Ugm ¼ 0:0019ðD Þ0:809 qg ql
  0:157 0:562

For D  30; Ugm ¼ 0:03 qg ql
Nlf
ðgrDq=ql Þ0:25
  0:157
For Nlf [ 0:00225; Ugm ¼ 0:92 qg ql
ðgrDq=ql Þ0:25
 . pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0:5 
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ

; D ¼ D
Nlf ¼ ll ql r r=gDq
r=gDq

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1Co aÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  gDDq
Ugm ¼ k 2 Co ðp
ql
2
qg =ql m
m þCo a
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2

k ¼ Ku =D ; m ¼ 1:36;
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 10:24
; 
; D ¼ D gDq=r
Ku ¼
D min
2:4 D

Ugm ¼ 0:188ðgDDq=ql Þ0:5

0.45

Ugm ¼ 1:53ðrgDq=ql Þ0:25
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:345 gDðDq=ql Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ﬃ
ql qg  1
Ugm ¼ 0:034


. 0:25
Ugm ¼ 1:53 rgDq q2l
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:35 gDðDq=ql Þ

(continued)

Refer to [57] to determine drift velocity based on several criteria of
mixture velocity, system pressure and pipe diameter

Drift velocity (m/s)
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Co = 1.2 ? 0.38 exp (-1.39/La)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1:20:2 qg =ql ð1expð18aÞÞ
2
Co ¼
2 þ
2
1þðResl =1000Þ
1þð1000=Resl Þ
 g 1 0:2186

0:5150
n
a ¼ 1þðhx
and n ¼ 0:3487 þ 0:6513 qg q1
l
h1Þxn where, h ¼ 2:129 þ 3:129 q ql

c

b

a

l

Refer to the original paper for other flow patterns specific correlation each for bubbly, slug, froth, churn and annular flow regime
Reported by Woldesemayat and Ghajar [105]
Not a drift flux model correlation but considered in this chapter since it performs well in high region of void fraction

[25]c

Co = 1.2

Co = 1.3
Co = 1.2

[70]
[59]

[15]

Co = (0.82 ? 0.18 Psys/Pcrit)-1

[95]

Drift velocity (m/s)
n
  2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃo
Ugm ¼ 0:24 þ 0:35 Usg Um
ðgDaÞ
pﬃﬃﬃ
 2 0:25
Ugm ¼ 2 grDq ql
Ugm = 0.7
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:345 gDðDq=ql Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ugm ¼ 0:35 gDðDq=ql Þ
Drift velocity assumed negligible in mini-channels

0:25
Ugm ¼ 0:0246 cos h þ 1:606 grDq
sin h
q

[112]
[21]

Co = 1.2

[90]

Correlation Distribution parameter

Table 4.2 (continued)
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Table 4.3 Air-water experimental data used for assessment of void fraction correlations
Data source

D [mm]

Orientation [deg.]

No. of
data
points

Void
fraction
range

Two Phase Flow
Lab, Oklahoma
State University
[79]
[55]
[2]
[31]
[32]
[81]
[5]
[22]
[35]
[10]

12.7

0, ±90

530

0.02–0.93

5
19
50
–
60.1
51
78
75.9
50.7
25.4, 38.1

58
57
56
61
91
112
36
103
90
565

0.17–0.96
0.59–0.96
0.2–0.69
0.09–0.92
0.35–0.97
0.9–0.98
0.94–0.99
0.14–0.93
0.03–0.95
0.09–0.99

[76]

44.5

1521

0.01–0.99

[80]
[77]
[29]
[82]
[50]
[110]
[67]
[102]
[94]
[61]
[37]
[72]
[33]
[106]
[3]

25.4
44.5
32
19
50.8
9.52
44, 90
16
12.7
48.2
19
77.9
50.8, 149
4.5
25.4

90
90
0
90
0.5, 1, 3
1, 0, -1, -2
0
90
90
±90, ±85, ±75, ±35, ±20, ±15,
±10, ±5, 0
0, 2.75, 20.75, 45, 70, 90, -6.75,
-20.5, -44.5, -67.5, -90
±90
±90
-90
-90
-90
±90
-90
-90
90
30, 50, 60, 70, 90
0
0
0
0, 30, 60
90

290
159
26
35
39
163
115
25
94
460
88
54
40
123
171

0.05–0.96
0.05–0.92
0.03–0.29
0.11–0.95
0.75–0.97
0.06–0.97
0.01–0.21
0.07–0.89
0.01–0.98
0.02–0.82
0.06–0.94
0.54–0.99
0.25–0.91
0.008–0.96
0.6–0.97

Table 4.4 Refrigerant void fraction data used for assessment of void fraction correlations
Data source

D [mm]

Refrigerant

No. of data points

Void fraction range

[58]
[89]
[60]
[109]
[104]
[16]
[46]
[87]

8
0.5, 1.19, 2.96
7.52
4.26
13.6
7.2
7.04
9.57

R410A
R410A
R134a
R134a, R410A
R22, R410A
R134a
R410A, R134a
R11, R12, R22

77
142
29
36
43
81
40
197

0.21–0.99
0.09–0.98
0.2–0.98
0.57–0.97
0.31–0.98
0.35–0.82
0.31–0.95
0.35–0.99
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of void fraction are selected such that they approximately represent different gasliquid two phase flow patterns. For example, the lowest range of the void fraction
approximately represents the bubbly flow regime, the intermediate two ranges of
the void fraction represent slug, churn, froth and stratified flow regimes while the
last range of void fraction represents annular flow regime. The knowledge of void
fraction in two phase flow is usually of no interest unless it is used to calculate other
quantities required for process design and sizing of equipment. For example, one of
the important uses of void fraction is to calculate the hydrostatic pressure drop
based on the correct estimation of two phase mixture density which in turn depends
on the correct prediction of the void fraction. Thus the selection of void fraction
largely depends upon the desired accuracy or the acceptable error associated with
the derived quantities. Ghajar and Bhagwat [41] showed that the void fraction
correlation directly influences the two phase mixture density and this influence is of
different magnitude for different ranges of the void fraction. They reported that an
error of up to ±30 % in small range of void fraction (0 \ a B 0.25) has a small
effect on two phase mixture density while a relatively small error of ±10 % in
prediction of the large range of void fraction (0.75 \ a \ 1) may cause a considerable error in estimation of the two phase mixture density. Taking into account this
relation between error in prediction of the void fraction and its effect of two phase
mixture density, an error of up to ±30 % is accepted for the low range of void
fraction while an error less than ±10 % is considered acceptable for the highest
range of the void fraction. For the two intermediate ranges of the void fraction, an
error up to ±20 % is considered acceptable. In past, the work of [43] shortlisted top
performing correlations for horizontal, vertical upward and vertical downward flow
based on a similar criterion. Their recommendations were based on the percentage
of data points predicted within ±30, ±20, ±15 and ±10 % error bands for four
different ranges of the void fraction, respectively. The void fraction data base for air
water fluid combination consists of several pipe orientations and hence the
assessment of the void fraction correlations is carried out for the above mentioned
ranges of the void fraction for seven different classifications of the pipe orientations
as shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. In order to select the appropriate correlation from these tables, users may have to solve the top performing correlations on
an iterative basis using computer program. To simplify this process, for each void
fraction range, corresponding gas volumetric flow fraction range (b) is also reported
in these tables. The gas volumetric flow fraction (b) defined as the ratio of the
superficial velocity of the gas phase to the total two phase (mixture) velocity is
known based on the flow rate of each phase. Thus, it is recommended for users to
first verify the gas volumetric flow fraction range and then use the appropriate
correlation for corresponding void fraction range.
As shown in Table 4.5, for the first two ranges of void fraction in vertical
downward pipe orientation, the correlation of [12] predicts the highest number of
data points within ±30 and ±20 % error bands. For the next two ranges of void
fraction i.e., 0.5 \ a B 0.75 and 0.75 \ a \ 1, the correlations of [25, 105] give
better accuracy than [12] correlation. As pointed out earlier, the correlation of [25]
is based on a modeling method in biochemical kinetics and is neither a separated
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Table 4.5 Top performing correlations for vertical upward and downward flow
Void fraction range

h = -90o

0 \ a B 0.25 (248 data points)
0 \ b B 0.25
[12]
[21]
[45]
0.25 \ a B 0.5 (127 data
points)
0.2 \ b B 0.55
[12]
[21]
[20]
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (130 data
points)
0.4 \ b B 0.95
[12]
[105]
[25]
0.75 \ a \ 1 (370 data points)
0.65 \ b \ 1
[12]
[105]
[25]

0 \ a B 0.25 (294 data points)
0 \ b B 0.45
96
[12]
96
[86]
93
[90]
±20 %
0.25 \ a B 0.5 (253 data
points)
0.3 \ b B 0.8
80
[90]
76
[12]
76
[52]a
±20 %
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (363 data
points)
0.5 \ b B 0.95
76
[52]1
82
[45]
88
[12]
±5 % ±10 % 0.75 \ a \ 1 (517 data points)
0.85 \ b \ 1
51
86
[91]
62
82
[105]
58
76
[25]

a

±30 %

Void fraction range

h = 90o
±30 %
84
89
88
±20 %

85
84
83
±20 %

95
93
92
±5 % ±10 %
65
63
70

88
89
91

Flow pattern specific correlation for slug flow

flow nor a drift flux model based correlation whereas [105] is a drift flux model
based void fraction correlation. For the lowest range of void fraction in vertical
upward flow, the correlation of [86] gives best performance and predicts 89 % of
data points within ±30 % error bands. The correlation of [12] also gives comparable performance for the first three ranges of void fraction i.e., for a B 0.75.
Similar to vertical upward flow, for the last range of void fraction in vertical
upward flow [25, 105] are among the top performers.
Based on the pipe orientation, the experimental void fraction data in downward
inclined pipe orientations is divided into two categories namely 0o [ h C -45o
and -45o [ h [ -90o. Due to very limited data available in the literature, the
entire range of void fraction is divided into three categories i.e., 0 \ a B 0.5,
0.5 \ a B 0.75 and 0.75 \ a \ 1. As listed in Table 4.6, for 0o [ h C -45o,
correlation of [12] is among the top three performing correlations for a B 0.75.
For the large values of void fraction, the correlations of [25, 91, 105] are the top
performers. In case of pipe orientation in a range of -45o [ h [ -90o, correlations of [105] consistently stays among the top three performing correlations for
every range of void fraction.
Similar to downward inclined pipe orientations, the top performing correlations
for the void fraction data in upward inclined pipe orientations are also categorized
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Table 4.6 Top performing correlations for downward inclined pipe orientations
Void fraction range

0o [ h C -45o Void fraction range

-45o [ h [ -90o

0 \ a B 0.5 (33 data points)
0 \ b B 0.5
[83]
[12]
[57]
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (59 data points)
0.4 \ b B 0.9
[25]
[12]
[114]
0.75 \ a \ 1 (368 data points)
0.8 \ b \ 1
[105]
[25]
[91]

0 \ a B 0.5 (15 data points)
0 \ b B 0.4
79
[105]
76
[12]
70
[114]
±20 %
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (18 data points)
0.3 \ b \ 0.8
93
[105]
90
[25]
88
[83]
±5 % ±10 % 0.75 \ a \ 1 (89 data points)
0.8 \ b \ 1
66
78
[105]
69
81
[19]
65
79
[91]

±30 %

±30 %

75
63
75
±20 %
72
72
72
±5 %

±10 %

81
83
79

88
94
88

for two different ranges of the pipe orientations i.e., 0o \ h B 45o and
45o \ h \ 90o as shown in Table 4.7. Sufficient void fraction data is available for
the upward inclined pipe orientation and hence the top performing correlations are
presented for all four ranges of the void fraction as discussed before. For both
ranges of pipe orientation in upward inclined flow, the correlation of [12] is
consistently a top performer for first three ranges of void fraction whereas for the
large values of void fraction (a [ 0.75) [105] gives the best accuracy.
For both ranges of the pipe orientations i.e., 0o \ h B -45o and 45o \ h \ 90o
[12] correlation predicts the highest number of data points for the first three ranges
of the void fraction up to a B 0.75. For the highest range of the void fraction i.e.,
0.75 \ a \ 1, correlation of [105] is observed to give best performance and is
followed by the performance of [91] correlation. In case of horizontal two phase
flow, limited data is available for the first two ranges of void fraction. As shown in
Table 4.8, the correlation of [83] gives best performance for the first two ranges of
the void fraction. For the void fraction range of 0.25 \ a B 0.5, correlation of
[105] also gives comparable performance to that of [83]. For the next two ranges
of the void fraction i.e., 0.5 \ a B 0.75 and 0.75 \ a \ 1 [105] gives best
accuracy by predicting more than 90 % of data points within ±20 and ±10 %
error bands, respectively.
In case of refrigerant void fraction data in horizontal two phase flow, the top
five performing correlations are presented in Table 4.9. It is observed that the
correlation of [105] gives consistent and superior performance in all three ranges
of the void fraction. Although the accuracy of [12] correlation is not comparable
with the other top performing correlations listed in Table 4.9, it is evident that this
correlation gives comparable performance for the first two ranges of the void
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Table 4.7 Top performing correlations for upward inclined pipe orientations
Void fraction range

0o \ h B 45o

0 \ a B 0.25 (159 data points)
0 \ b B 0.85
[12]
[47]
[8]
0.25 \ a B 0.5 (167 data
points)
0.3 \ b B 0.95
[12]
[105]
[86]
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (158 data
points)
0.6 \ b B 0.95
[105]
[12]
[52]a
0.75 \ a \ 1 (521 data points)
0.9 \ b \ 1
[105]
[25]
[91]

0 \ a B 0.25 (283 data points)
0 \ b B 0.5
84
[12]
67
[47]
64
[53]
±20 %
0.25 \ a B 0.5 (139 data
points)
0.3 \ b B 0.8
90
[12]
87
[47]
79
[90]
±20 %
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (104 data
points)
0.55 \ b B 0.95
95
[105]
94
[12]
98
[90]
±5 % ±10 % 0.75 \ a \ 1 (148 data points)
0.9 \ b \ 1
83
92
[105]
82
96
[12]
79
96
[91]

a

45o \ h \ 90o

Void fraction range

±30 %

±30 %
85
84
81
±20 %

93
83
86
±20 %

99
100
100
±5 % ±10 %
89
70
64

98
91
89

Flow pattern specific correlation for slug flow

Table 4.8 Top performing
correlations for horizontal
pipe orientation

Void fraction range

h = 0o

0 \ a B 0.25 (33 data points)
0 \ b B 0.25
[12]
[91]
[83]
0.25 \ a B 0.5 (88 data points)
0.2 \ b B 0.5
[105]
[19]
[83]
0.5 \ a B 0.75 (183 data points)
0.5 \ b B 0.95
[12]
[105]
[86]
0.75 \ a \ 1 (295 data points)
0.95 \ b \ 1
[105]
[25]
[86]

±30 %
76
79
82
±20 %
90
91
90
±20 %
93
95
95
±5 %

±10 %

83
74
77

99
92
97
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Table 4.9 Top performing correlations for refrigerant vapor two phase flow in horizontal pipe
Void fraction range

0 \ a B 0.5

0.5 \ a B 0.75

0.75 \ a \ 1

No. of data points

73

184

388

Correlations
[20]
[91]
[7]
[105]
[86]
[12]

±30 % error bands
48
51
53
49
49
45

±20 %
57
54
43
60
54
56

±30 %
62
61
60
62
61
60

±5 %
73
78
59
87
80
28

±10 %
87
88
79
91
88
73

Table 4.10 Recommended void fraction correlations for different two phase flow situations
h [deg]

D [mm]

a

b

Correlation

Air-water data
-90

9–90

90

5–200

-45 B h \ 0

25–50

-90 \ h \ -45
0 \ h B 45

25–45.5
25–60

45 \ h \ 90

25–50

0

12.5–149

0 \ a B 0.5
0.5 \ a \ 1
0 \ a B 0.75
0.75 \ a \ 1
0 \ a B 0.75
0.75 \ a \ 1
0\a\1
0 \ a B 0.75
0.75 \ a \ 1
0 \ a B 0.75
0.75 \ a \ 1
0 \ a B 0.25
0.25 \ a \ 1

0 \ b B 0.55
0.45 \ b \ 1
0 \ b B 0.95
0.85 \ b \ 1
0 \ b B 0.9
0.8 \ b \ 1
0\b\1
0 \ b B 0.95
0.9 \ b \ 1
0 \ b B 0.95
0.9 \ b \ 1
0 \ b B 0.25
0.2 \ b \ 1

[12]
[105]
[12]
[105]
[12]
[105]
[105]
[12]
[105]
[12]
[105]
[83]
[105]

Refrigerant data
0

0.5–13.6

0\a\1

0\b\1

[105]

fraction. Overall it is found that for refrigerant two phases flow, even the top
performing correlations have limited success in prediction of the void fraction for
0 \ a B 0.5 and 0.5 \ a B 0.75. For the highest range of the void fraction correlation of [105] gives best accuracy and predicts 87 % of data points within ±5 %
error bands. Based on the overall performance of the correlations listed in
Table 4.9, it is receommended to use [105] correlation independent of the flow
patterns and void fraction range.
The top performing correlations reported in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, can be
used for different ranges of void fraction (a) and gas volumetric flow fraction (b). It
is seen that some of these top performing correlations perform consistently for most
of the two phase flow conditions. In order to avoid selection and use of different
correlations for different ranges of pipe orientation and void fraction, following two
correlations are recommended for different two phase flow scenarios. As shown in
Table 4.10 [12, 105] correlations can be used to predict void fraction for various
ranges of pipe orientations and gas volumetric flow fraction. In case of the near
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vertical downward inclined pipe orientations i.e., -90o \ h \ -45o (Table 4.6)
and two phase flow of refrigerant through horizontal pipes (Table 4.9), the correlation of [105] may be used for the entire range of void fraction and gas volumetric
flow fraction. In case the gas volumetric flow fraction overlaps with the two different ranges of the void fraction then it is recommended to calculate the void
fraction using both [12, 105] correlations and select the maximum of two values
since the [12] correlation comparatively tend to under predict the void fraction. The
selection of correct void fraction correlation for such a case is elucidated at the end
of this book chapter in form of a solved problem.

4.5 Pressure Drop in Gas-Liquid Two Phase Flow
One of the most common requirements for design and sizing of industrial process
and equipment is the determination of pressure drop in the system. This section of
the chapter will attempt to provide insight about the different two phase flow
variables that affect the two phase frictional pressure drop. In addition to this, this
section also provides a brief synopsis of some of the existing methodologies
available in the literature and their accuracies associated with the prediction of the
two phase pressure drop.
The total pressure drop in gas-liquid two phase flow essentially consists of three
components namely, hydrostatic, frictional and accelerational pressure drop. As
shown in Eq. (4.5), these three components are additive in nature and in order to
calculate total pressure drop, each of these components has to be calculated separately. The contribution of each of these components to the total two phase
pressure drop depends on the flow pattern, void fraction, pipe diameter, pipe
orientation and the type of two phase flow i.e., boiling or non-boiling two phase
flow. The hydrostatic component of the two phase pressure drop is due to the pipe
elevation and is calculated using two phase mixture density which in turn depends
upon the accurate estimation of void fraction. The hydrostatic component of two
phase pressure drop can be calculated as shown in Eq. (4.6). The two phase
mixture density based on void fraction is calculated as shown in Eq. (4.7).




dP
dP
dP
dP
¼
þ
þ
ð4:5Þ
dL t;tp
dL h
dL f
dL a

dP
dL

¼ qtp g sin h

ð4:6Þ

h

qtp ¼ ð1  aÞql þ aqg

ð4:7Þ

In case if the void fraction is not known, two phase flow literature also reports
another simple way of calculating two phase mixture density using flow quality as
shown in Eq. (4.8). This approach is called a homogeneous flow model approach
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Fig. 4.14 Two phase
mixture density as a function
of void fraction and flow
quality

in which it is assumed that the two phases flow with the same velocity i.e., it
assumes no slip between the gas and liquid phase. However, in practise, with an
exception of very small region of void fraction (bubbly flow region) there exists a
significant slip between the two phases.
qtp ¼

x 1x
þ
qg
ql

!1
ð4:8Þ

As shown in Fig. 4.14, the two phase density calculated using void fraction and
quality, Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) are in agreement for the small region of void fraction
(Usg/Us1 & 1) but shows a significant discrepancy for annular flow regime
(Usg/Us1 [ 1). Thus it can be concluded that the use of homogeneous flow model
to predict two phase mixture density may be acceptable only for the small region
of void fraction where the slip between the two phases is negligible and in case of
considerable slip between the two phases mixture density calculated by Eq. (4.7)
should be preferred. The data plotted in Fig. 4.14 is for air water fluid combination
measured at Two Phase Flow Lab, Oklahoma State University. Similar interaction
between Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) is expected for different fluid combinations.
The accelerational component of two phase pressure drop is due to the
expansion of gas phase as the two phase mixture travels downstream and is trivial
for non-boiling two phase flow and hence can be neglected. However, in case of
boiling two phase flow; the pressure drop due to acceleration of the gas phase can
offer a significant contribution to the total pressure drop depending upon the pipe
diameter and pipe orientation. It should be noted that similar to hydrostatic
component, the calculation of accelerational component of two phase pressure
drop also requires correct estimation of void fraction at pipe inlet and exit flow
conditions. The frictional component of two phase pressure drop is essentially due
to the friction at pipe wall and gas-liquid interface and is the most complex and
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difficult to predict due to its dependency on several parameters such as, pipe
orientation, surface roughness, pipe geometry, fluid properties, and flow patterns.
The accelerational and frictional pressure drop components are expressed by
Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10), respectively.

dP
dL

1
¼
L
a

("

G2g
G2l
þ
ql ð1  aÞ qg a


dP
dL

#

¼
tp;f

"

out

G2g
G2l
þ

ql ð1  aÞ qg a

ftp G2
2Dqtp

# )
ð4:9Þ
in

ð4:10Þ

4.6 Void Fraction and Hydrostatic Pressure Drop
As mentioned earlier, the direct influence of the void fraction on two phase
hydrostatic pressure drop is through the mixture density and hence it is important
to understand the sensitivity of two phase hydrostatic pressure drop to the void
fraction. The two phase mixture density given by Eq. (4.7) is of weighted nature
and is found to be sensitive to the large values of void fraction compared to the
small values of void fraction. From Eq. (4.6), it is clear that the effect of error in
void fraction on the calculation of hydrostatic pressure drop is maximum for
vertical pipe orientation. As shown in Fig. 4.15, two phase hydrostatic pressure
drop is more sensitive to the error in void fraction for the large values of void
fraction in vertical pipe orientation. Whereas, the same error of ±10 % in low
region of void fraction virtually doesn’t influence the hydrostatic pressure drop.
Since, the total pressure drop is of additive nature, it is desired to keep the error in
each of these components as low as possible. In order to achieve this accuracy, it is
required to have a correlation that will predict the void fraction with a minimum
error for the large values of void fraction (annular flow). The correlation of [105]
presented in the previous section satisfies this condition and is hence recommended for use for high values of void fraction.
It is also worthwhile to mention that the effect of error in void fraction on two
phase hydrostatic pressure drop and hence on the overall accuracy in calculation of
total two phase pressure drop may worsen in case of large pipe diameters. For
small diameter pipes, compared to the hydrostatic pressure drop usually the frictional pressure drop has a greater share to the total two phase pressure drop and
hence any error induced in hydrostatic pressure drop due to the error in void
fraction is damped out. However, with increase in the pipe diameter, the share of
hydrostatic pressure drop to the total two phase pressure drop becomes considerable and hence noticeably contributes to the total error. A better illustration of
this scenario is reported by Ghajar and Bhagwat [41].
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Fig. 4.15 Effect of void
fraction error on two phase
hydrostatic pressure drop
(Eq. 4.6) for different pipe
orientations

4.6.1 Effect of Flow Patterns and Pipe Diameter on Two
Phase Frictional Pressure Drop
The frictional pressure drop in gas liquid two phase flow is essentially due to the
friction of liquid or gas phase at the pipe wall and the friction at gas liquid
interface. The relative magnitudes of the friction at pipe wall and at the gas liquid
interface depend on the physical structure of individual flow patterns. For instance,
the contribution of the interfacial friction to the two phase frictional pressure drop
is significant when there is significant slippage between the two phases as in case
of stratified and annular flow regimes. On the other hand, the gas liquid interfacial
friction is trivial when the one phase is dispersed in another continuous phase and
hence there is negligible slippage between the two phases as in case of bubbly flow
regime. Consequently, the two phase frictional pressure drop in bubbly flow
regime is mostly due to the friction of single phase liquid at the pipe wall and
hence magnitude wise is only about 1–2 times higher than that of single phase
flow. These higher magnitudes of two phase pressure drop in bubbly flow regime
(small region of void fraction), are due to the turbulent eddies and the disturbances
created in continuous liquid medium by the dispersed bubbles. For the other
extreme of the two phase flow regime i.e., annular flow (separated flow), the
magnitude of the interfacial friction is very high causing the two phase frictional
pressure drop to be significantly higher (up to 1000 times depending upon the pipe
diameter) than the corresponding single phase pressure drop measured at equivalent mass flow rates. The relationship between the two phase frictional pressure
drop in terms of two phase frictional multiplier with the flow patterns in horizontal
 
pipe orientation is evident from Fig. 4.16. The two phase frictional multiplier U2l
is the ratio of the two phase frictional pressure drop to the pressure drop of single
phase liquid or gas when assumed to flow through the pipe. The different forms of
two phase frictional multiplier are discussed later in this work. It is observed that
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Fig. 4.16 Two phase
frictional pressure drop for
different flow patterns in
horizontal pipe orientation
(air-water fluid combination)

for the two phase pressure drop data measured in a 12.5 mm I.D. pipe using airwater fluid combination, the two phase frictional multiplier is close to unity for
bubbly flow while is about 10–15 for annular flow regime. Similar relationship
between the two phase frictional multiplier and the flow patterns exists for different pipe orientations and fluid combinations.
Similar to the single phase pressure drop, the frictional pressure drop in gasliquid two phase flow is inversely proportional to the pipe diameter. However, as
shown in the previous sections, the effect of pipe diameter on two phase frictional
pressure drop at fixed pipe orientation is of different magnitude for different two
phase flow regimes. It is found that the two phase frictional pressure drop in
annular flow regime depends upon the pipe diameter to a great extent whereas it is
relatively less sensitive to the pipe diameter in bubbly flow regime. As shown in
Fig. 4.17, it is clear that for horizontal two phase flow at fixed mass flow rate of
R134a, the two phase frictional pressure drop for different pipe diameters deviates
significantly for large values of flow quality (annular flow regime) whereas, for
low mass qualities, the pipe diameter has little effect on two phase frictional
pressure drop. Similar conclusions were drawn from the work of [55] who compared the two phase frictional pressure drop of air-water in vertical upward flow
for pipe diameters in a range of 10 mm \ D \ 50 mm. As mentioned earlier, the
frictional pressure drop is due to the friction at pipe wall and friction at gas-liquid
interface. The gas liquid interfacial area increases with increase in the pipe
diameter and thus although the total two phase frictional pressure drop for larger
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Fig. 4.17 Effect of pipe diameter on two phase frictional pressure drop in horizontal pipe
orientation

pipe diameters is less than that compared to the smaller pipe diameters, the two
phase frictional multiplier for large diameter pipes may be greater than that for the
relatively smaller diameter pipes. Thus it is evident that any correlation developed
to predict two phase frictional pressure drop must account for the pipe diameter
effect in the high quality region or alternatively the annular flow regime.

4.6.2 Effect of Pipe Orientation on Two Phase Frictional
Pressure Drop
In addition to the flow patterns and pipe diameter, the pipe orientation is also found
to influence the two phase frictional pressure drop. For vertical two phase flow, the
effect of pipe orientation on two phase frictional pressure drop is observed in
vertical downward bubbly flow in form of coring phenomenon. This effect can be
very well illustrated by presenting the measured two phase frictional pressure drop
in form of two phase frictional multiplier [introduced later through Eq. (4.14)]. As
shown in Fig. 4.18, for air-water vertical downward bubbly flow, the non 
dimensional pressure drop in form of two phase frictional multiplier U2l is
initially less than unity and then increases with increase in the gas superficial
Reynolds number. This means that at the onset of bubbly flow the two phase
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Fig. 4.18 Non-dimensional
two phase frictional pressure
drop in vertical downward
bubbly flow (air-water data in
12.5 mm I.D. pipe)

frictional pressure drop is less than the single phase pressure drop calculated using
Eq. (4.12). This trend in the data is essentially due to the coring phenomenon
mentioned earlier in the section of flow patterns. With increase in both gas and
liquid flow rates, the coring phenomenon gradually goes away and the two phase
frictional pressure drop becomes higher than the single phase pressure drop
yielding U2l greater than unity. This phenomenon is not observed in the vertical
upward and horizontal flow and hence the two phase frictional pressure drop
increases with increase in the gas flow rate and is always greater than unity. Due to
the lack of data in the literature, the trend of the two phase pressure drop in vertical
downward flow and the existence of the coring phenomenon for different fluid
combinations could not be verified.
Due to limited information on the flow patterns associated with the two phase
pressure drop data, it is difficult to compare the effect of pipe orientation on two
phase pressure drop for each flow pattern. However, the graphical representation
of the variation of two phase frictional multiplier with respect to the LockhartMartinelli parameter [66] gives enough idea about the effect of pipe orientation on
two phase frictional pressure drop. The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter is essentially the ratio of single phase liquid and gas frictional pressure drop as expressed
by Eq. (4.11).
X¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
ðdP=dLÞl ðdP=dLÞg

ð4:11Þ

The single phase pressure drop of liquid and gas phase is found using
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). Thus from the structure of Eq. (4.11) it is evident that the
low values of X represent the annular flow regime while the large values of
X indicate existence of bubbly flow regime. The intermediate values of X are
occupied by slug, stratified, froth and churn flow regimes. As shown in Fig. 4.19,
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Fig. 4.19 Two phase
frictional multiplier as a
function of LockhartMartinelli parameter [66] for
different pipe orientations
(air-water data)

the large scatter for X [ 0.1 indicates that the effect of pipe orientation is significant for non-annular flow patterns (buoyancy and gravity effect dominated
flow). For X \ 0.1 typically the annular flow regime (inertia effect dominated
flow), the effect of pipe orientation on two phase frictional pressure drop gradually
goes away. Some of the data for vertical upward pipe orientation that assumes the
two phase frictional multiplier values less than unity are essentially due to the flow
reversal phenomenon mostly observed for the churn flow regime. The flow
reversal in churn flow regime is associated with the interfacial shear between the
gas and liquid phase and the shear stress exerted by the liquid phase on pipe wall.
For the sake of brevity the details of the flow reversal and its effect on two phase
frictional pressure drop is not included in this chapter. Readers are advised to refer
to the comprehensive work of [51, 68] for more details.
Due to the limited data available in the literature for different pipe diameters and
orientations, it is difficult to extract the information about the combined effect of
pipe orientation and the pipe diameter. However, based on the flow physics and the
fact that there exist both buoyancy dominated and inertia dominated two phase flow
regimes, it can be speculated that the effect of pipe orientation on two phase
frictional pressure drop in buoyancy driven flows is more pronounced for large pipe
diameters compared to the small diameter pipes. The two phase frictional pressure
drop data shown in Fig. 4.19, is for air-water fluid combination and consists of a
range of pipe diameters, 12.5 mm \ D \ 152 mm, 9.5 mm \ D \ 50 mm and
12.5 mm \ D \ 45.5 mm for horizontal, vertical upward and vertical downward
flows, respectively. Thus the general trend of the data in Fig. 4.19 for small values
of X gives enough evidence that the two phase frictional pressure drop in annular
flow regime is relatively insensitive to the combined effect of pipe orientation and
pipe diameter. Similar relationship between the two phase frictional multiplier and
the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter is expected for other fluid combinations.
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4.7 Review of Two Phase Frictional Pressure Drop
Correlations
The prediction of two phase hydrostatic and accelerational pressure drop relies on
the correct estimation of void fraction whereas the determination of frictional
pressure drop in gas liquid two phase flow is much more complex. The two phase
frictional pressure drop is determined either by finding a two phase friction factor
(homogeneous flow model) or a two phase friction multiplier (separated flow model).
These two ways of finding two phase frictional pressure drop are described below.

4.7.1 Homogeneous Flow Model Approach
The homogeneous flow model (HFM) assumes the two phases to be well mixed
with each other and move with identical velocity (no interfacial slip). Thus in the
homogeneous model the underlying idea is to represent the two phase mixture to
behave as a pseudo single phase fluid that has fluid properties as that of two phase
mixture. Thus HFM can be used with sufficient accuracy only when there is no
rapid change in the flow variables and when there is negligible slip between the
two phases.
The frictional pressure drop using homogeneous flow model is calculated with
conventional equations used for single phase flow using pseudo mixture properties.
For single phase flow, the frictional pressure drop is calculated using generalized
equation of following form,

dP
fj G2
¼
ð4:12Þ
dL j 2Dqj
Most of the homogeneous flow model based two phase frictional pressure drop
correlations (two phase dynamic viscosity models listed in Table 4.11) recommend use of [14] correlation to determine friction factor.


fj ¼ 64=Rej for laminar flow Rej \2000


for turbulent flow Rej [ 2000
fj ¼ 0:316=Re0:25
j
The subscript ‘j’ represents gas or liquid phase. This general form of the
frictional pressure drop equation can be used to calculate two phase frictional
pressure drop using two phase friction factor based on the two phase Reynolds
number and the two phase mixture density as shown in Eq. (4.8). The two phase
Reynolds number (Rem) is based on the two phase viscosity (lm) defined by
Eq. (4.13).
Rem ¼

GD
lm

ð4:13Þ
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Table 4.11 Two phase dynamic viscosity models
Correlation
[1]
[9]a
[24]
[28]
[30]
[36]
[40]
[64]
[71]
[78]
[4] (Model 1)b
[4] (Model 2)b
[4] (Model 3)b
[4] (Model 4)b

a
b

Expression for two phase dynamic viscosity
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
 ﬃ
lm ¼ ll ð1  xÞ þ x ql qg
lm ¼ ll ð1  bÞð1 þ 2:5bÞ þ lg b
lm ¼ xlg þ ð1  xÞll

 

lm ¼ ll 1 þ x ql qg  1



lm ¼ qm xðlg qg Þ þ ð1  xÞðll =ql Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lm ¼ ð1  bÞll þ blg þ 2 bð1  bÞll lg



lm ¼ ll qg xql þ ð1  xÞqg



lm ¼ ll lg lg þ x1:4 ll  lg
 
1
lm ¼ x lg þ ð1  xÞ=ll



lm ¼ ll ð1  bÞ þ lg a ð1  b þ aÞ


2ll þ lg  2 ll  lg x


lm ¼ ll
2ll þ lg þ ll  lg x


2lg þ ll  2 lg  ll ð1  xÞ


lm ¼ lg
2lg þ ll þ lg  ll ð1  xÞ
Arithmetic mean of Model 1 and Model 2
0
1
ð3x  1Þlg þ ½3ð1  xÞ  1ll
A
lm ¼ 14 @ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
þ
ð3x  1Þlg þ ð3f1  xg  1Þll þ8lg ll

Uses [27] friction factor correlation
Uses [23] friction factor correlation

Thus to predict the two phase frictional pressure drop correctly, an appropriate
estimate of two phase Reynolds number and hence the two phase dynamic viscosity is obviously required. Literature reports several models to calculate the two
phase dynamic viscosity as reported in Table 4.11.

4.7.2 Separated Flow Model Approach
Separated flow model accounts for the two phases flowing separately with different
velocities and sharing a definite interface between them. Analytical solution to the
separated flow model requires in all six equations; mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations for each phase. Additional information such as velocity and
temperature profile and other hydrodynamic parameters are required to solve these
equations thus making it complex and difficult. An easy and a quick approach is to
use empirical methods based on extensive experimental data.
The empirical model based on the concept of separated flow was first conceived
by Lockhart and Martinelli [66] and since then several investigators have proposed
different correlations by modifying the correlation of [66]. The separated flow
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model can be expressed in four different ways in terms of the two phase friction
multiplier that accounts for the pressure drop due to the flow of single phase liquid
or gas. The subscripts ‘lo’ and ‘go’ correspond to frictional pressure drop when the
single phase liquid or gas flow rate is assumed to be equivalent to the entire two
phase mixture flow rate (G). Whereas, the subscripts ‘l’ and ‘g’ indicate the
frictional pressure drop when single phase liquid or gas is flowing at a rate of
G(1-x) and Gx, respectively. The understanding of these four approaches that can
be used in separated flow model becomes more apparent from their mathematical
definitions presented by Eqs. (4.14) to (4.17).


dP
dL

¼
tp;f


dP
dL



dP
dL

dP
dL

U2l


dP
dL

¼ U2g



tp;f

¼

U2lo

dP
dL



tp;f

¼ U2go
tp;f


dP
fl G2 ð1  xÞ2
where
¼
dL l
2Dql
l



dP
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dP
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where
g

dP
dL


dP
where
dL
lo
where
go


dP
dL

ð4:14Þ

f g G 2 x2
2Dqg

ð4:15Þ

¼

flo G2
2Dql

ð4:16Þ

¼

fgo G2
2Dqg

ð4:17Þ

¼
g

lo

go

Literature provides several correlations to determine the two phase frictional
multipliers as shown in the above equations to predict two phase frictional pressure
drop. The two phase frictional pressure drop correlations based on separated flow
models are listed in Table 4.12. Most of these correlations are based on Eqs. (4.14)
and (4.16) and require the single phase friction factor to be determined using [14]
correlation. Any other single phase friction factor correlation recommended by
certain correlation is also listed in Table 4.12.

4.8 Assessment of Two Phase Frictional Pressure
Drop Correlations
The performance of the two phase frictional pressure drop correlations based on
homogeneous and separated flow model considered in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 is
assessed against a comprehensive data of air water and liquid refrigerant and its
vapor consisting of 3147 and 1685 data points, respectively. The air water data
consists of horizontal, vertical upward and downward pipe orientations while the
refrigerant liquid vapor data consists of horizontal pipe orientation only. The
experimental data used for the performance assessment of two phase frictional
pressure drop correlations against air-water and refrigerant liquid-vapor is summarized in Tables 4.13.

[48]

[38, 39]

[20]

[18]

[6]

go

g

l
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0:19

5:7x0:7 ð1xÞ0:14 ðql =qg Þ ðlg =ll Þ
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where AFr is same as that of [18] except that the single phase friction factors are calculated using
h

i2
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fjo ¼ 0:25 0:86859 ln 1:964 ln Re sj3:8215
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ðql =qg Þ
2
where dPFr ¼ flo x þ 4 x1:8  x10 flo0:5 and
Ulo ¼ 1 þ dPFr
0:25  1
ðll =lg Þ
flo = f(Fr) as given by Gronnerud [48]

(For h = -90o) U2lo ¼ AFr þ

(For h = 0o and +90o) U2lo ¼ AFr þ

and Y values as reported by Chisholm [20]
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¼ 1 þ þ where C = 5, 10 12 and 20 for laminar-laminar, laminar-turbulent, turbulentlaminar and turbulent-turbulent single phase flow conditions, respectively
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(continued)

Based on experimental data bank of
25000 data points for air-water
and refrigerants

Accounts for the variation in two
phase frictional pressure drop
for different mass flux

Based on condensation of
halogenated refrigerants inside
a horizontal tube

Mathematical representation of the
graphical solution to the
frictional pressure drop given
by Barcozy [7]

Comments
Developed for data in horizontal
smooth pipes

1
X2

U2l

[66]

C
X

Correlation

Source

Table 4.12 Two phase frictional pressure drop correlations based on separated flow model
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[63]

[62]
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0:51 We0:031
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from Eq. (4.8)
A is variable defined for two different ranges of mixture mass flux
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 ﬃ  0:125
U2lo ¼ 1 þ ðC2  1Þx1:75 1 þ 0:952CXtt0:142 where, C ¼ ql qg lg ll
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  2:15   5:1
106 X 0:128 Re0:938
qg ql
ll lg
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U2l ¼ 1 þ C=Xtt þ 1 Xtt2 where, C ¼ 4:566



U2l ¼ 1 þ C Xtt1:19 þ 1 Xtt2

 0:4
where, C ¼ 1:79 Reg Rel ðð1=xÞ  1Þ0:5

Pipe diameter is in [mm]

tt

U2l ¼ 1 þ XCtt þ X12 where C ¼ 21ð1  expð0:319DÞÞ

U2lo ¼ Y 2 x3 þ ð1  xÞ0:33 ð1 þ 2xðY 2  1ÞÞ;
where Y is same as that of [20]
U2lo ¼ 30:78x1:323 ð1  xÞ0:477 Pr0:7232
where Pr is the reduced pressure of given refrigerant.

[103]

[96]

[73]

[54]

[75]

Table 4.12 (continued)
Source
Correlation
Comments

(continued)

Based on data for R134a and R123
refrigerants in 10 mm I.D.
horizontal pipe

Applicable for turbulent-turbulent
region and based on flow of
refrigerants in horizontal tube
Based on air-water and refrigerant
data.
Accounts for pipe diameter
effect
Based on more than 2000 data for
refrigerants
and air-water fluid
combinations and D \ 13 mm
Based on refrigerant data in
6.5 mm horizontal pipe.
Applicable for
50 \ G \ 700 kg/m2 s
Based on experimental data of R12,
R22, R134a and R32/R125 in
horizontal pipe of D \ 10 mm

Extrapolation between all liquid
and all gas flow
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[112]

[69]

[88]

[100]

[99]

[111]

Modification of [20] correlation.
Developed for boiling CO2 two
phase flow in a 7.5 mm
horizontal pipe and claims to
predict the data within ±20 %
error bands
Applicable for R12, R134a and
R113 in smooth tubes with
Psys \ 860 kPa

Based on 2600 data of 15
refrigerants for
0.8 \ D\19 mm in horizontal
flow

Comments

Developed for boiling two phase
U2lo ¼ U2l ð1  xÞ1:75
2
flow of steam-water mixtures in
where Ul is obtained from [66]
horizontal pipes


Based on air-water and refrigerant
U2l ¼ 1 þ C Xtt1:19 þ 1 Xtt2 where C ¼ 21ð1  expðC1 =LaÞÞ and C1 = 0.142 and 0.674 for
data in horizontal and vertical
adiabatic liquid vapor and liquid and gas flow, respectively. La is the Laplace constant used by
upward mini and micro
Xu and Fang [107]
channels

where Y is same as that of [20]
and La is the Laplace number used by Xu and Fang [107]
for Wego  We0:14
U2l ¼ 1 þ CX þ X12 where C ¼ 1:279 109 K1:96 WRe0:4
lo Else
lo


Gg
ll
Gl
0:52
4 0:65 0:2
C ¼ 1:386 10 K
W Relo where W ¼ r 1:2 q þ q and K ¼ l2l ql rD2
g
l

0:95
x Ug
U2lo ¼ 0:38Re0:1
lo 1 þ 1x Ul

n
o
U2lo ¼ 1 þ ð4:3Y 2  1ÞLa xð1  xÞ0:875 þ x1:75 ,

where Y is same as that of [20]

Y is same as that of (Chisholm [20] but the single phase friction factor is calculated using [34]
correlation
n
o
B 0:875
U2lo ¼ 1 þ 4:2ðY 2  1Þ We
x
ð1  xÞ0:875 þx1:75 ,

Table 4.12 (continued)
Source
Correlation
n
oh
i
[107]
U2lo ¼ Y 2 x3 þ ð1  xÞ0:33 ð1 þ 2xðY 2  1ÞÞ 1 þ 1:54ð1  xÞ0:5 La
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ. 
 
where La is the Laplace constant defined as La ¼
r g ql  qg D
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Table 4.13 Summary of
experimental dataa used for
performance assessment of
two phase frictional pressure
drop correlations

Parameter
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Range

Air-water (1468 data points) (h = 0o)
Diameter (mm)
12.5–152
Pressure (kPa)
108–680
1.2–2620
Mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Quality
0.0001–0.99
Void fraction
0.05–0.99
Air-water (991 data points) (h = 90o)
Diameter (mm)
9.5–50
Pressure (kPa)
102–675
1.1–3260
Mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Quality
0.0001–0.93
Void fraction
0.03–0.99
Air-water (688 data points) (h = -90o)
Diameter (mm)
12.5–45.5
Pressure (kPa)
102–280
25–2450
Mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Quality
0.0005–0.79
Void fraction
0.02–0.98
Refrigerant (1685 data points) (h = 0o)
Diameter (mm)
1.4–13.8
Pressure (kPa)
150–2650
25–1082
Mass flux (kg/m2 s)
Quality
0.01–0.97
Void fraction
0.26–0.98
Fluids
CO2, R12, R123, R134a,
R22, R404a, R407C,
R401A, R507
a
Sources of the experimental data are not reported due to space
constraints

The performance of frictional pressure drop correlations considered in this
chapter is assessed based on the percentage of data points predicted within ±30 %
error bands. The accuracy criteria of ±30 % is based on the overall performance of
the correlations and is consistent with the assessment done by other investigators
such as [84, 85, 96, 103 (used ±50 %)] and (Xu et al. [108]). The two phase
pressure drop data for air water is divided into different ranges of the pipe diameter
for each pipe orientation. The assessment of the frictional pressure drop correlations based on this classification gives an impression about their scope to account
for the effect of pipe diameter on two phase frictional pressure drop. As shown in
Table 4.14, the top performing correlations are short listed for the two phase
frictional pressure drop data divided into four categories of the pipe diameter
range. For the horizontal two phase flow and smallest pipe diameter of
D = 12.5 mm [75] give best accuracy by predicting about 98 % of data within
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Table 4.14 Top performing
frictional pressure drop
correlations for air-water two
phase flow in horizontal pipe
orientation
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Diameter [mm]

Correlation

% of data within ±30 %
error bands

D = 12.5

[75]
[63]
[4] (Model 2)
[73]
[96]
[9]
[73]
[30]
[9]
[73]
[30]
[9]

97.9
95.4
97.1
73.2
73.2
65.4
79.3
78.5
76.4
63.1
66.5
67.5

Diameter [mm]

Correlation

% of data within ±30 %
error bands

9 \ D \ 15

[69]
[75]
[4] (Model 2)
[73]
[96]
[9]
[38]
[75]
[4] (Model 3)

85.4
82.3
82.1
73.8
73.8
70.3
70.1
66.2
68.1

12.5 \ D \ 25

25 \ D \ 50

90 \ D \ 150

Table 4.15 Top performing
frictional pressure drop
correlations for air water two
phase flow in vertical upward
pipe orientation

20 \ D \ 40

40 \ D \ 50

±30 % error bands. For the next three ranges of pipe diameter, the correlations of
[9, 73] give consistent performance. The correlation of [73] is based on the concept
of separated flow model while the correlation of [9] is essentially to predict two
phase dynamic viscosity and hence is based on the concept of homogeneous two
phase flow model. Overall it is observed that the performance of the both types of
two phase frictional pressure drop correlations deteriorate with increase in the pipe
diameter. A more detailed look at the performance of these correlations showed
that the accuracy of these correlations decrease in particular for the annular flow
regime. This is probably because, these correlations do not have enough versatality
to account for the increase in the interfacial friciton in the annular regime with
increase in the pipe diameter.
In case of vertical upward flow, for the lowest range of pipe diameter [69] give
best performance by predicting more than 85 % of data within ±30 % error bands
as shown in Table 4.15. For the intermediate range of pipe diameter i.e.,
20 mm \ D \ 40 mm the correlation of [73] is one of the best correlations that
predicts about 74 % of data within ±30 % error bands. Similar to the horizontal
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Table 4.16 Top performing
frictional pressure drop
correlations for air water two
phase flow in vertical
downward pipe orientation
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Diameter [mm]

Correlation

% of data within ±30 %
error bands

10 \ D \ 20

[18]
[20]
[4] (Model 2)
[99]
[112]
[18]
[18]
[20]
[111]

76.8
73.2
71.4
49.8
40.2
44.2
48.3
46.6
43.3

20 \ D \ 35

40 \ D \ 50

pipe orientation the accuracy of the two phase frictional pressure drop correlations
is found to decrease with increase in the pipe diameter. Table 4.16 reports the top
performing correlations for three different ranges of the pipe diameter. In comparison to the horizontal and vertical upward flows, all the correlations predict the
two phase frictional pressure drop data with a lower accuracy for vertical downward flow. The correlation of [18] is found to be one of the top performing
correlations for all three ranges of the pipe diameter. The large inaccuracies for the
pipe diameter range of 20 mm \ D \ 40 mm and 40 mm \ D \ 50 mm are
probably due to the fact that most of the data for these pipe diameters belong to the
annular flow regime and as mentioned earlier the two phase pressure drop correlations are found not to perform well in this flow regime. Overall, independent of
the pipe orientation it is observed that the two phase pressure drop correlations do
not predict the data correctly for large pipe diameters and especially in annular
flow regimes.
The top performing correlations for two phase flow of nine different refrigerants
in horizontal pipe orientation are shortlisted in Table 4.17. It is found that the
correlations of [28, 107] are among the top performing correlations for majority of
the refrigerants. The best performance is given by the correlations for R404A and
R407 C with 26 and 42 data points, respectively. More data is required for these
refrigerants to verify and confirm the accuracy of short listed top performing
correlations. In comparison to other refrigerants, all the correlations considered in
this chapter are found to give less accuracy for refrigerant R134a with 514 data
points. Overall it appears that the correlations of [28, 107] have potential to predict
the two phase frictional pressure drop correctly over a wide range of refrigerants
and hence must be considered for any further modification to improve their
accuracy. Although the correlation of [107] is not among the top performing
correlations for R123, R407C, and R507 it predicts 61, 81 and 67 % of data within
±30 % error bands. A more comprehensive analysis is required to determine the
accuracies of these correlations for different flow patterns or alternatively different
ranges of the void fraction for both air-water and refrigerant data.
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Table 4.17 Top performing
frictional pressure drop
correlations for refrigerant
liquid vapor two phase flow
in horizontal pipe orientation
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Refrigerant

Correlation

% of data
Standard
within ±30 % deviation
error bands
(%)

[28]
CO2
(287 data points) [107]
[38]

87
85
76

31
32
52

R12
[28]
(161 data points) [107]
[38]

85
78
71

29
26
36

R123
(42 data points)

[28]
[103]
[18]

71
74
71

34
32
19

R134a
[28]
(514 data points) [107]
[38]

68
67
62

47
47
52

R22
[18]
(326 data points) [28]
[107]

72
75
69

46
40
44

R404A
(26 data points)

[64]
96
[9]
88
[4] (Model 2) 92

24
22
25

R407C
(42 data points)

[4] (Model 1) 95
[92]
93
[73]
95

20
18
19

R401A
[28]
(229 data points) [107]
[92]

75
68
68

37
39
39

R507
(58 data points)

79
74
69

27
27
31

[18]
[38]
[28]

4.9 Application of the Recommended Void Fraction
and Two Phase Frictional Pressure Drop Correlations
The objective of this section is to include some of the fundamental equations
covered in this work and guide readers to select the appropriate and correct
methods to solve two phase flow problems. The two problems considered here are
for the air-water and refrigerant two phase flow that requires determination of void
fraction and two phase pressure drop.
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(1) Consider a two component two phase flow of air-water flowing upwards in a
2.54 cm I.D. pipe 15 inclined from horizontal. The total mass flux of the
mixture is 600 kg/m2 s at system pressure of 7 bar and temperature of 25 C.
It is assumed that the mass flow quality of the two phase mixture remains
constant at 0.095 throughout the pipe length. Calculate (a) void fraction (b)
slip ratio and (c) the two phase mixture density. Verify if the use of homogeneous model approach to calculate the two phase mixture density is
appropriate for this two phase flow situation.
Solution: For the system pressure of 7 bar and 25 C, the physical properties of air
and water are as follows.
ql ¼ 997:3ðkg/m3 Þ; qg ¼ 8:196ðkg/m3 Þ; r ¼ 0:0719ðN/mÞ
The mass flux of each liquid (water) and gas (air) phase is calculated as follows,




Gl ¼ Gð1  xÞ ¼ 600 kg/m2 s
ð1  0:095Þ ¼ 543 kg/m2 s


Gg ¼ Gx ¼ 600 kg/m2 s



0:095 ¼ 57 kg/m2 s

From the liquid and gas mass flux, the superficial velocity for each phase is
calculated as,




543 kg/m2 s
57 kg/m2 s
Gl
Gg

 ¼ 0:544ðm/sÞ; Usg ¼


Usl ¼
¼
¼
ql 997:3 kg/m3
qgl 8:196 kg/m3
¼ 6:95ðm/sÞ and
Um ¼ Usl þ Usg ¼ 0:544ðm/sÞ þ 6:95ðm/sÞ ¼ 7:494ðm/sÞ
(a) The selection of the appropriate void fraction correlation is based on the
criteria of gas volumetric fraction (b) and void fraction (a) as recommended in
Table 4.10.
U

sg
6:95
The gas volumetric flow fraction is b ¼ Usl þU
¼ 6:95þ0:544
¼ 0:927
sg
o
From Table 4.10, for 15 upward inclined pipe orientation and b ¼ 0:927,
correlations of [12, 105] are recommended for two different ranges of void fraction. However, as mentioned earlier, in case of b shared by two different ranges of
void fraction, it is recommended to calculate the void fraction using both correlations and if the void fraction predicted by Woldesemayat and Ghajar [105] is
greater than 0.75 then use the larger of two values for calculation purposes. Let a1
and a2 be the void fractions predicted by the [12, 105] correlations, respectively.
Then the final value of void fraction to be considered for the calculation purposes
is the maximum of two values i.e., a ¼ maxða1 ; a2 Þ.
Since the correlation of [12] is implicit in nature (see Table 4.2), the void
fraction is calculated on an iterative basis.
The iterative calculation yields, Co ¼ 1:073 and Ugm ¼ 0:64 (m/s)
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U

sg
Thus the void fraction from Eq. (4.4) is a1 ¼ Co Um þU
¼ ð1:073 6:95
7:49Þþ0:64 ¼
gm
0:799:
Whereas, the calculation of void fraction using the correlation of [105] given in
Table 4.2 is as follows,

Usg
Co ¼
Um



Usl
1þ
Usg

b1

!


6:95
0:544
1þ
¼
7:49
6:95

0:618

!


where b1 ¼

qg
ql



0:1

¼

8:196
997:3

0:1

¼ 0:618

Co ¼ 1:119

Ugm ¼ 2:9 gDrð1 þ cos hÞDq q2l

0:25

Patn 1:013
¼ 0:1447
¼
7
Psys
!0:25
ð997:3  8:196Þ
ð1 þ cosð15ÞÞ
ð997:3Þ2

ð1:22 þ 1:22 sin hÞb2 where b2 ¼

Ugm ¼ 2:9m0:25 9:81ðm/s2 Þ0:0254(m)

0:0719(N/m)

ð1:22 þ 1:22 sinð15ÞÞ0:1447
Ugm ¼ 0:237ðm/sÞ

Thus the void fraction is calculated using Eq. (4.4),
a2 ¼

Usg
¼
Co Um þ Ugm ð1:119

6:95
¼ 0:806
7:49Þ þ 0:237

The predictions of [12, 105] are in very good agreement with the predictions of other
two top performing correlatons for a [ 0.75 and b [ 0.9. The other two top performing correlation for this range from Table 4.7 are that of [25, 91] that predict void
fraction of 0.81 and 0.779, respectively. Thus as mentioned earlier, since b is shared
by two different ranges of void fraction and since the predicted value of void fraction
is greater than 0.75, we will select the larger of the two values.
Thus the void fraction for given two phase flow condition is, a ¼ a2 ¼ 0:806:
(b) The slip ratio is the ratio of the actual velocity of the gas phase to the actual
velocity of liquid phase expressed by Eq. (4.2),
  
Usg a
Ug
ð6:95=0:806Þ
8:62
¼
¼ 3:07
¼
S¼
¼
Ul ðUsl =ð1  aÞÞ ð0:544=ð1  0:806ÞÞ 2:804
(c) The two phase mixture density is calculated using Eq. (4.7) as follows,
qtp ¼ ql ð1  aÞ þ qg a ¼ 997:3ðkg/m3 Þ
¼ 200:1ðkg/m3 Þ

ð1  0:806Þ þ 8:196ðkg/m3 Þ

ð0:806Þ

Another approach to calculate two phase mixture density is using Eq. (4.8) i.e.,
assuming homogeneous two phase flow (no slip between the two phases) as shown
below.
!1 
x 1x
0:095 1  0:095 1
þ
qtp ¼
þ
¼
¼ 80:01ðkg/m3 Þ
qg
ql
8:196
997:3
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It is clear that the two phase mixture density calculated using homogeneous
flow model approach is about one third of the actual density calculated using void
fraction. It is shown earlier and illustrated in Fig. 4.14 that the use of homogeneous flow model to calculate two phase mixture density is appropriate when the
slip ratio is close to unity. However, in this two phase flow situation, the slip ratio
is 3 and hence the use of homogeneous flow model i.e., Eq. (4.8) to calculate the
two phase mixture density is inappropriate.
(2) Consider a boiling two phase flow of R134a through a 6 mm I.D. horizontal
copper tube at a mass flux of 800 kg/m2 s and a system pressure of 1500
kPa. The two phase refrigerant enters the 1 m long tube at x = 0.3 and exits at
x = 0.7 and assume that the quality changes linearly with the pipe length. For
simplicity calculate the phase velocities, average void fraction and the frictional
pressure drop at a mean quality of 0.5. Using the appropriate correlations of
void fraction and frictional pressure drop, calculate (a) the average value of
void fraction, two phase mixture density and hydrostatic pressure drop (b)
accelerational pressure drop across the pipe length accounting for the change in
two phase quality at inlet and exit (c) frictional and total two phase pressure
drop and (d) what are the contributions of different components of two phase
pressure drop to the total two phase pressure drop?
Solution: For refrigerant R134a at 1500 kPa, the thermo physical properties of
liquid and vapor phase are as follows,
Saturation temperature = 55.5 C, Surface tension (r) = 0.00427 N/m
Liquid density (ql) = 1078 (kg/m3), Vapor density (qg) = 76.95 (kg/m3),
Liquid viscosity (ll) = 0.0001746 (Pa.s), Vapor viscosity (lg) = 0.0000138
(Pa.s).
(a) Based on the mean quality of x = 0.5 and the total mass flux of 800 kg/m2s,
the liquid and vapor phase superficial velocities are calculated as follows,

Usl ¼

Usg ¼

Gð1  xÞ 800ðkg/m2 sÞ ð1  0:5Þ
¼
¼ 0:371ðm/sÞ
ql
1078ðkg/m3 Þ

Gx 800ðkg/m2 sÞ 0:5
¼
¼ 5:198ðm/sÞ and Um ¼ Usl þ Usg ¼ 5:57ðm/sÞ
qg
76:95ðkg/m3 Þ

As recommend in Table 4.10, for horizontal two phase flow of refrigerants, the
correlation of [105] can be used for the entire range of void fraction and gas
volumetric flow fraction.
The distribution parameter and drift velocity required in this correlation as
given in Table 4.2 is calculated as shown below,
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Usg
Co ¼
Um



Usl
1þ
Usg

b1

!


5:198
0:371
1þ
¼
5:57
5:198

0:768

!


where b1 ¼

qg
ql



0:1

¼

76:95
1078

0:1

¼ 0:768

Co ¼ 1:056

Ugm ¼ 2:9 gDrð1 þ cos hÞDq q2l

0:25

Patn 101:32ðkPaÞ
¼ 0:0675
¼
1500ðkPaÞ
Psys
!0:25
ð1078  76:95Þ
ð1 þ cosð0ÞÞ
ð1078Þ2

ð1:22 þ 1:22 sin hÞb2 where b2 ¼

Ugm ¼ 2:9m0:25 9:81ðm/s2 Þ0:006ðmÞ

0:00427ðN/mÞ

ð1:22 þ 1:22 sinð0ÞÞ0:0675
Ugm ¼ 0:0754ðm/sÞ

Thus the void fraction is calculated using Eq. (4.4) as shown below,
a¼

Usg
¼
Co Um þ Ugm ð1:056

5:198
¼ 0:872
5:57Þ þ 0:0754

Based on the void fraction, the two phase mixture density is calculated using
Eq. (4.7).
qtp ¼ ql ð1  aÞ þ qg a ¼ 1078ðkg/m3 Þ
¼ 205:1ðkg/m3 Þ

ð1  0:872Þ þ 76:95ðkg/m3 Þ

For horizontal pipe orientation, the hydrostatic pressure drop is zero. i.e.,
Otherwise for any other orientation it is calculated using Eq. (4.6).

ð0:872Þ
dP

dL h ¼

0.

(b) Given that the flow quality changes from 0.3 to 0.7 from pipe inlet to exit, the
acceleration component of two phase pressure drop is calculated using
Eq. (4.9).
("
#
"
# )

G2g
G2g
dP
1
G2l
G2l
þ
þ
¼

dL a L
ql ð1  aÞ qg a
ql ð1  aÞ qg a
out

in

For the inlet and exit quality of 0.3 and 0.7, the liquid and vapor mass flux are
calculated as follows,
At pipe inlet for x = 0.3,
Gl ¼ Gð1  xÞ ¼ 800ðkg/m2 sÞ
Gg ¼ Gx ¼ 800ðkg/m2 sÞ

ð1  0:3Þ ¼ 560ðkg/m2 sÞ;

0:3 ¼ 240ðkg/m2 sÞ

Similarly at the pipe outlet for x = 0.7,
Gl ¼ Gð1  xÞ ¼ 800ðkg/m2 sÞ
Gg ¼ Gx ¼ 800ðkg/m2 sÞ

ð1  0:7Þ ¼ 240ðkg/m2 sÞ;

0:7 ¼ 560ðkg/m2 sÞ
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Based on the inlet and outlet mass flux, the superficial velocity of each phase is
calculated as
At pipe inlet,
Usl ¼

Gl 560ðkg/m2 sÞ
¼
¼ 0:519ðm/sÞ;
ql 1078ðkg/m3 Þ

Usg ¼

Gg
240ðkg/m2 sÞ
¼
¼ 3:118ðm/sÞ; Um ¼ 3:637ðm/sÞ
qg 76:95ðkg/m3 Þ

At pipe outlet,
Usl ¼

Gl 240ðkg/m2 sÞ
¼
¼ 0:223ðm/sÞ ;
ql 1078ðkg/m3 Þ

Usg ¼

Gg
560ðkg/m2 sÞ
¼
¼ 7:277ðm/sÞ; Um ¼ 7:5ðm/sÞ
qg 76:95ðkg/m3 Þ

Based on the phase superficial velocities, the distribution parameter using [105] at
pipe inlet and outlet are found to be Co = 1.073 and Co = 1.037, respectively. The
drift velocity of [105] correlation is independent of the phase velocities and hence
remains unchanged i.e., Ugm = 0.0754 (m/s) at pipe inlet and outlet.
The void fraction based on the phase velocities and distribution parameter
calculated above gives, ain ¼ 0:783 and aout ¼ 0:926.
The acceleration pressure drop is,

dP
dL


¼
a

2402
5602
þ
1078ð1  0:926Þ 76:95 0:926





out

5602
2402
þ
1078ð1  0:783Þ 76:95 0:783


¼ 2826:5
in


Pa
m

(c) From Table 4.17, the recommended correlations for two phase flow of R134a
in a horizontal pipe are those of [28, 38, 107]. The [28] correlation is based on
the concept of homogeneous flow model while the correlations of [38, 107] are
based on the separated flow model concept. We will use the correlation of
[107] for this problem.
From Table 4.12, the two phase frictional multiplier for [107] is determined
from the following equation,
n
i

oh
U2lo ¼ Y 2 x3 þ ð1  xÞ0:33 1 þ 2xðY 2  1Þ
1 þ 1:54ð1  xÞ0:5 La

where; Y ¼

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
, !
u
u
r
 D
and La ¼ t 
ðdP=dLÞlo
g q l  qg

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðdP=dLÞgo

It should be noted that the [107] recommend use of [34] correlation for
determination of single phase friction factor fgo and flo.
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The [34] correlation for single phase turbulent flow is given as,
 
150:39
152:66
flo ¼ 0:25 log

Relo
Re0:98865
lo

2

and fgo

!!2
150:39
152:66
¼ 0:25 log

Rego
Re0:98865
go

The Reynolds number required in the above equation is defined for liquid and gas
phases as shown in following equations,
Relo ¼

GD 800ðkg/m2 sÞ 0:006ðmÞ
¼ 27491 and
¼
ll
0:0001746

Rego ¼

GD 800ðkg/m2 sÞ 0:006ðmÞ
¼ 347826
¼
lg
0:0000138

Thus from the friction factor equation of [34] we get,
flo ¼ 0:02398 and fgo ¼ 0:01407:
The single phase pressure drop for liquid and gas phases are calculated from
Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17),



flo G2
0:02398 8002 ðkg/m2 sÞ2
Pa
¼
and
¼
1186
3
m
2Dq
2
0:006ðmÞ
1078ðkg/m
Þ
l
lo


dP
fgo G2
0:01407 8002 ðkg/m2 sÞ2
Pa
¼
¼
¼ 9752
3
dL go 2Dqg 2 0:006ðmÞ 76:95ðkg/m Þ
m
dP
dL

¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pa/mÞ ¼ 2:867 and the Laplace number is calculated to be,
Thus, Y ¼ 9752ð
1186ðPa/mÞ
La = 0.1099.
Thus the two phase frictional multiplier is found to be,
n
U2lo ¼ 2:8672


0:53 þ ð1  0:5Þ0:33 1 þ 2

0:5ð2:8672  1Þ

i
 oh
1 þ 1:54ð1  0:5Þ0:5 0:1099 ¼ 8:455

Now, the two phase frictional pressure drop is determined using Eq. (4.16) as,


dP
dL

¼ U2lo
tp;f



dP
dL

¼ 8:455
lo

1186


Pa
m

¼ 10028


Pa
m

The total two phase pressure drop is the sum of hydrostatic, accelerational and
frictional two phase pressure drops expressed by Eq. (4.5) as,

dP
dL

¼
t;tp


dP
dL


dP
þ
dL
h


dP
þ
dL
f


¼ 0 þ 10028 þ 2826:5 ¼ 12854:5
a

Pa
m
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(c) It is found that the accelerational pressure drop contributes to about 22 % of
the total two phase pressure drop while the remaining 78 % contribution is due
to the frictional two phase pressure drop. It should be noted that in case of
adiabatic two phase flow, the quality and void fraction at pipe inlet and exit
remain practically unchanged and hence the accelerational two phase pressure
drop may be neglected.

4.10 Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this work is fulfilled by a brief and insightful discussion about the
two phase flow patterns, void fraction and pressure drop. The two phase flow
patterns are elucidated with the help of still photographs and their transition from
one flow pattern to another is explained with the help of flow pattern maps. The
void fraction and two phase pressure drop data used for both air-water and
refrigerants are one of the most comprehensive data ever used for the performance
assessment of void fraction and two phase pressure drop correlations. This data
bank has been of great help not only for the performance assessment of the
correlations but has also contributed to better understanding of the two phase flow
phenomenon through a parametric analysis of the two phase void fraction and
pressure drop with respect to the variables such as, flow patterns, pipe diameter
and pipe orientation.
A comprehensive scrutiny of the void fraction and two phase pressure drop
correlations for several two phase flow conditions has resulted in recommendations of the top performing correlations for different cases. Based on the recommendations of Table 4.10, only two correlations of [12, 105], can be used to
predict the void fraction with fair accuracy in both one component and two
component two phase flow over a range of pipe diameters and pipe orientations.
However, more experimental data is required in the low region of void fraction
typically a \ 0.5 in both upward and downward inclined pipe orientations to
validate and further improve their performance in these orientations. It is observed
that, the correlation of [107] has good potential to predict the two phase frictional
pressure drop and may be considered for further analysis and modification to
account for the two phase flow of different refrigerants. This work is concluded by
providing two sample problems that deal with air-water and refrigerant two phase
flow under different operating conditions. The objective of this exercise is
achieved by explaining the selection process of the recommended correlations for
void fraction and two phase pressure drop in addition to highlighting some of the
fundamental concepts.
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